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Abstract

An undirected biconnected graphG with nonnegative integer lengths on the edges is given. The problem we consider
of finding a cycle basisB of G such that the length of the longest cycle included inB is the smallest among all cycle bases
G. We first observe that Horton’s algorithm [SIAM J. Comput. 16 (2) (1987) 358–366] provides a fast solution of the p
that extends the one given by Chickering et al. [Inform. Process. Lett. 54 (1995) 55–58] for uniform graphs. On the ot
we show that, if the basis is required to be fundamental, then the problem is NP-hard and cannot be approximated wit− ε,
∀ε > 0, even with uniform lengths, unless P= NP. This problem remains NP-hard even restricted to the class of com
graphs; in this case it cannot be approximated within 13/11− ε, ∀ε > 0, unless P= NP; it is instead approximable within 2 i
general, and within 3/2 if the triangle inequality holds.
 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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Throughout this paper betG = (V ,E) be an undi-
rected biconnected graph without loops or multi
edges, withn vertices,m edges and a nonnegative i
teger lengthw(e) assigned to each edgee ∈ E. (In the
sequel wordlengthand wordweightwill be used as
synonyms.) Associated withG there is a vector spac
over GF(2), called thecycle space, consisting of the
incidence vectors of all cycles (including the null c
cle) and of all unions of edge-disjoint cycles ofG. The
dimension of this space ism−n+ 1, called thenullity
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The Shortest Maximal Cycle Basis (SMCB) pro
lem is that of finding a cycle basisB of G with the
property that the length of the longest cycle includ
in B is the smallest among all bases ofG. The interest
in this problem has been motivated in [2] by a possi
application as a preprocessing step in a Bayesian
ference algorithm [5]. Here we observe that Horto
algorithm [3] provides a fast solution of the proble
thus extending the one given in [2] for uniform grap

WhenG is connected there are special cycle ba
that can be derived from the spanning trees ofG,
which we call fundamental cycle bases. If T is an
arbitrary spanning tree ofG, by adding anyone of th

.
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m−n+1 edges ofG which do not belong toT , the so-
called chords, one creates a cycle and the set of these
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the one given in [3], it extends the one given in [2]
and works if there is a unique shortest path between
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m−n+1 cycles forms a cycle basis, which is referr
to as a fundamental cycle basis.

The Shortest Maximal Fundamental Cycle Ba
(SMFCB) problem is that of finding a fundamental c
cle basisB of G with the property that the length of th
longest cycle included inB is the smallest among a
fundamental bases ofG. As far as we know this prob
lem, addressed in [4], is new, and interesting both
theoretical contest and in the practical context of e
trical and communication networks. Matrix analys
of electrical networks provides examples of dynam
circuits (with capacities and inductances) whose s
equations can be solved more or less rapidly depe
ing on the choice of a fundamental cycle basis.

We show that this problem is NP-hard and ca
not be approximated within 2− ε, ∀ε > 0, even with
uniform weights, unless P= NP. When restricted to
the class of complete weighted graphs, the prob
remains NP-hard and cannot be approximated wi
13
11 − ε, ∀ε > 0, unless P= NP; it is instead approx
imable within 2 in general and within 3/2 if the trian-
gle inequality holds.

2. Preliminaries

LetG be as above and letB = {b1, . . . , bm−n+1} be
a cycle basis forG. The lengthW(bi) of cycle bi is
defined as the sum of the lengths of all the edges in
cycle, whereas theglobal lengthW(B) of baseB is
defined as the maximum among the lengths of its
cles. If C ⊆ B we denote byGC the subgraph ofG
consisting of the cycles inC. In [6] two useful charac-
terizations of fundamental cycle bases are given.

Theorem 1. A cycle basisB of G is fundamental if
and only ifB contains no cycle which consists entire
of edges belonging to other cycles ofB.

Theorem 2. A cycle basis B of G is fundamental if an
only if ν(GC) = |C| for everyC ⊆ B.

3. The Shortest Maximal Cycle Basis problem

The algorithm that we present in this section
solving the SMCB problem on graphG is essentially
any two vertices ofG. If this is not the case it is
enough, before applying the algorithm, to use stand
perturbation techniques in order to guarantee uniq
ness (see [1]). For instance, letσ :E → {1, . . . , |E|}
be an arbitrary permutation of the edges ofG. De-
fine the perturbation on an edgee ∈ E to be ε(e) =
2σ(e)−|E|−1. It is easy to see that

∑
e∈E ε(e) < 1 and

that, for all subsetsE1,E2 ⊆ E we have
∑

e∈E1
ε(e) �=∑

e∈E2
ε(e) if and only if E1 �= E2. Thus if one in-

crease the integral lengthw(e) of any edgee ∈ E

by ε(e) different paths get different lengths and eve
shortest path is unique.

Algorithm 1.

(1) Find the shortest pathP(x, y) between each pa
of verticesx, y of G.

(2) For each vertexv and edge{x, y} in G, create
the cycleC(v, x, y) = P(v, x)+P(v, y)+{x, y},
and calculate its length. Degenerate cases in w
P(v, x) andP(v, y) have vertices other thanv in
common can be omitted.

(3) Order the cycles by increasing lengths.
(4) Use the greedy algorithm to find from this reduc

set of cycles a cycle basis ofG, i.e., add to an
initial empty basis the next shortest cycle if it
independent from the already selected ones.

Theorem 3. Algorithm1 solves the problem of findin
in a graph G a cycle basisB with shortest globa
length if any two vertices ofG are joined by a unique
shortest path.

Proof. It is well known that the cycle space of grap
G is a matroid; the reduced set of cycles used
Algorithm 3, being a finite subset of a vector spa
is also a matroid. It is known that in a matroid t
greedy algorithm finds a basis that simultaneou
minimizes the sum of the lengths of its eleme
and the maximum among the lengths of its eleme
Theorem 4 in [3] proves that, if all shortest paths
G are unique, the reduced set of cycles used by
algorithm contains all cycles appearing in any cy
basis ofG that minimizes the sum of the lengths
its elements. Hence it follows easily that the gree
algorithm in step (4) finds a basis for the cycle sp
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of G that minimizes the maximum among the lengths
of its elements. ✷
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4. The Shortest Maximal Fundamental Cycle
Basis problem

In this section we investigate the complexity of t
SMFCB problem. We prove that it is NP-hard ev
when restricted to uniform graphs, i.e., havingw(e)

equal to 1 for each edgee ∈ E.

Theorem 4. The problem of finding in a uniform grap
G a fundamental cycle basisB with shortest globa
length isNP-hard.

Proof. We prove the theorem by exhibiting a redu
tion of the Satisfiability problem to the recognitio
form of our problem. Given an instanceI of Satisfi-
ability, i.e., a CNF formulaF on a setU of boolean
variables, we define an instanceI ′ for the recognition
form of the SMFCB problem, i.e., a graphG and an
integerk, such thatI is satisfiable iff there exists inG
a fundamental cycle basis of global length at mostk.

Let I be a collectionC = C1, . . . ,Ch of h disjunc-
tive clauses of literals, where a literal is a variable o
negated variable inU = {u1, . . . , un}.

First we define a graphG having arcs with length
equal to 1 or to a large integerM to be defined late
and we prove the result for this graph; then we obse
that the result is not affected if we replace each
having lengthM with a chain ofM arcs of unitary
length.

We start the construction ofG from the graphG′
given in Fig. 1 where the only lengths indicated a
those equal toM.

Then, in order to obtainG from G′, for each
clauseCi we add toG′ two verticesci and ci and
the edge{ci, ci} with length equal toM; moreover
if Ci contains the variableuj or its negation we
add the edge{ci, vj }; finally if Ci contains the
variableuj (respectivelȳuj ) we add the edge{ci, uj }
(respectively{ci, ūj }) (see Fig. 2). We complete th
reduction by settingk equal toM + 3.

Now if I is satisfiable there exists a truth assig
ment forU that satisfies each clause; we show t
we can find a spanning treeT of G having a funda-
mental set of cycles of global length at mostM + 3.
Fig. 1. GraphG′.

Fig. 2. Additional edges and vertices for clauseCi .

We start the construction of treeT from the treeT ′
consisting of the edges{uj , ūj }, {uj , xj }, {ūj , x̄j },
for all j = 1, . . . , n and of the edges{ūj , uj+1}, for
all j = 1, . . . , n − 1. Then in order to obtainT we
add toT ′, for each variableuj set to true (respec
tively false) in the assignment, the edge{vj , uj } (re-
spectively{vj , ūj }); moreover for each clauseCi we
choose a literal that satisfies the clause and if the c
sen literal is variableuj (respectively negated variab
ūj ) we add the edge{ci, vj } and the edge{ci, uj } (re-
spectively{ci, ūj }). It is easy to verify that, ifM is
chosen to satisfy the inequality 2n + 3 � M + 3, the
set of fundamental cycles with respect toT has cycles
of length at mostM + 3.

Conversely, suppose that there exists inG a fun-
damental cycle basis of global length at mostM + 3,
with M = 2n. Observe that all cycles that are fund
mental cycles with respect to the chords ofT ′ (these
chords have length equal toM) must belong to the
basis; moreover for each clauseCi the edge{ci, ci}
must belong to a cycle in the basis that goes throu
vertexvj , for somej = 1, . . . , n; call this cycleAj

(respectivelyĀj ) if it goes also through vertexuj
(respectivelyūj ). It is crucial to notice that all cy
cles of the basis containing the edges{ci, ci}, for all
i = 1, . . . , h, cannot contain bothAj andĀj , for some
indexj , otherwise Theorem 2 would be violated: t
Aj and Āj plus the cycle that goes through the v
tices{uj , ūj , xj , x̄j } would represent a setS of cycles
such thatν(GS) = |S| + 1, since the additional cycl
through the vertices{uj , vj , ūj } would be generated
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Fig. 3. GraphG′′.

Fig. 4. TreeT ′′.

Now it is easy to conclude that all theAj or Āj con-
i

in Fig. 3; the addition of edges and vertices toG′′ is
′
taining the edges{ci, c }, for eachi = 1, . . . , h, allow
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to identify a truth assignment forU that satisfies al
clauses inI . ✷

The next theorem proves a non-approximabi
result for the SMFCB problem, again for unifor
graphs.

Theorem 5. The problem of finding in a uniform
graph G a fundamental cycle basisB with shortest
global length cannot be approximated within2 − ε,
∀ε > 0, unlessP= NP.

Proof. We prove the theorem by giving a more s
phisticated reduction, from Satisfiability to the op
mization form of our problem, which exhibits a ga
More precisely, we show that yes-instances of Sat
ability are mapped into instances that have an optim
solution of global length at mostM + 3, whereas no
instances are mapped into instances that have an
mum solution of global length at least 2M. From this
we will be able to conclude that the problem cannot
approximated within 2− ε, ∀ε > 0, unless P= NP.

The reduction constructs a graphG from a starting
graph in a way identical to the one used in Theorem
here the starting graph is notG′ but the graphG′′ given
-

It is easy to see that yes-instances of Satisfiab
are mapped into instances that exhibit a fundame
cycle basis of global length at mostM + 3 and hence
into instances whose shortest global length is at m
M + 3. Such a basis is the set of fundamental cyc
with respect to the treeT built as in Theorem 4, bu
starting here from the treeT ′′ illustrated in Fig. 4.
The only necessary requirement forM is to satisfy
M − 3 � 2.

We now show that ifG had a fundamental cycl
basis where all cycles have length less then 2M, then it
would be possible to satisfy instanceI . In fact, in such
a case, all cycles that are fundamental with resp
to the chords ofT ′′ with length equal toM and no
vertex a as an endpoint would belong to the bas
we group these cycles naturally inn groups, called
B1, . . . ,Bn. We observe that the cycles of the basis t
include the edges{ci, ci}, for all i = 1, . . . , h, cannot
include both edges{vj , uj } and {vj , ūj } for some
j , otherwise Theorem 2 would be violated, beca
of the cycles inBj ; and this would be sufficient t
identify a true assignment satisfying instanceI . Hence
no-instances are mapped into instances whose sho
global length is at least 2M. At this point we may
conclude that the problem cannot be approxima
within 2M/(M + 3) − ε′, ∀ε′ > 0, unless P= NP.
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It follows that ∀ε > 0, if we chooseε′ to be less
than or equal toε/2 andM is chosen in such a way
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that 6/(M + 3) � ε/2, then the inequality 2M/(M +
3) − ε′ � 2 − ε becomes true and the conclusi
follows. ✷

4.1. A special case

In this subsection we consider complete grap
Of course the only significant case is the nonunifo
case. The next theorem shows that this case is ju
interesting as the general case of uniform graphs.

Theorem 6. The problem of finding, in a comple
weighted graphG, a fundamental cycle basisB with
shortest global weight isNP-hard and cannot be
approximated within13

11 − ε, ∀ε > 0, unlessP= NP.

Proof (Sketch). It is enough to follow the lines o
the preceding proofs, using a third reduction fro
Satisfiability. This time the starting graphG′′′, from
which graphG is built, is illustrated in Fig. 5 where
only weights different from 1 are indicated. GraphG
is built from G′′′ by first adding edges and vertic
as specified in the proofs of the preceding theore
and as illustrated in Fig. 2, then by completing t
resulting graph with edges of weights that we n
specify. Precisely, the weights assigned are set e
to y = 4 for all edges{uj , zj }, {xj , yj }, {yj , x̄j },
{zj , ūj }, {b, zj }, {a, yj}, j = 1, . . . , n, and for all
edges{cj , vj }, if clauseCi contains variableuj or
its negation, and for all edges{ci, uj } (respectively
{ci, ūj }), if Ci contains the variableuj (respectively
ūj ); the remaining edges receive weights set eq
to z = 3. It can be seen that if one setsM = 8 the
conclusion follows. ✷
l

Fig. 5. GraphG′′′.

We conclude this paper by observing that it is e
to prove that any spanning tree of minimum diame
in a complete weighted graph is a solution to
SMFCB problem within 2 in general and within 3/2
if the weights satisfy the triangle inequality.
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